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About

The family

Features

Language support

Further information

Queezoid is single case invented script that is read left to right.

Queezoid comprises of 2 fonts.

To allow Queezoid to function as

The character set includes support for

Test the fonts online or download a demo at typography.net

intended, please make sure that

the Queezoid language only.

Read about the design at studiotype.com

It uses a variety of symbols to visually change the expected
look of our own text. Coding within the fonts is used to add

Hand

Ligatures and Contextual Alternates

texture through the use of special tied characters, a tone mark

Sans

are turned on.

These fonts are available for license on desktop, web and app.
Please note that the fonts are limited to

appearing above or below a second vowel, and a high or low

function with English text and as a result

mark denoting a double letter combination. Queezoid Sans

will not recognise accented characters.

Published

replicates a formal printing type and Queezoid Hand includes

Commissioned 2016

multiple joined characters derived from writing.

Public release 2019

Queezoid
Sans

Queezoid Hand
Hand

Queezoid Sans

Key details
Tone

Core

Double

Tied

a ae ooii ch
The core letter shapes are made in a single stroke.

A tone mark appears above or below the second vowel in a

Several common double letter combinations developed as

Some letter combinations have developed to become

mixed vowel combination.

individual letter shapes. Less common ones however, replace

distinct shapes.

the second letter with a low or high mark denoting the
occurrence of the repeat.

OpenType features
Sans

Hand

Bitterroin

Bitterroin

To allow Queezoid to function as intended, please make sure that Ligatures

In addition to the core glyph set, Queezoid Hand includes multiple joined

and Contextual Alternates are turned on.

characters. Make sure that Ligatures and Contextual Alternates are turned on.

Example

Typographic good manners equalls
clear communication
The overall design and balance of a piece of typography can
either draw the reader in, or, if badly handled, repel them.
It is good writing and an attention to the details of text
setting that will hold the person’s attention.

Once the target audience and method of

more words in a line if we use more leading; and

delivery have been agreed, the format of a text

we make do with less in other formats because

will suggest the general typographic approach.

of the advantages and constraints of those

This means not only format in the traditional

formats.

terms of size and proportion, but also in the
newer sense: is the text fixed like print and

Related to these considerations are alignment

some e-publications, or flexible (and probably

and paragraph treatment. For running text,

responsive), such as for the web, e-readers,

alignment is a choice of ranged-left or

smartphones and tablets?

justified. If in doubt, set anything on a
narrow measure (8 words or less), or, for an

In terms of readability, I would argue that

electronic platform, ranged left. Justified

the critical factor is not necessarily the

text works well in print for longer texts and

typeface itself, but the relationship between

with lines of optimum length. Some editing of

type size, line length and leading (or line

the hyphenation and justification settings

feed).

will need to be done.

Key
1

Double character

2

Tone mark (below)
Repeat character mark (low)

Badly handled combinations of these three

Paragraphs are units of thought and, as such,

elements can make any typeface uncomfortable

need to be clearly distinguishable from each

to read. For continuous text in books, around

other. The typographic norm in running text

10–12 words are considered the optimum amount

is to use a simple indent on the first line. A

in terms of line length. However, we can read

value equal to the leading – the dominant

Tied character
Joined characters in Queezoid Hand

Example

Black hole
Star jumps
Key

Mission fall

Hand
Sans
Hand
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Legal

Since 1998 Jeremy Tankard Typography has been innovating award-winning type

Jeremy Tankard Typography Ltd

Test the fonts online or download a demo at typography.net

Typographic good manners © Phil Baines.

and producing typographic solutions for clients across the world. We create type

Windyridge

Read the about the design at studiotype.com

that embraces technology and the changing use of typefaces and fonts. With a high

4 Worts Causeway

These fonts are freely available (under license) for desktop,

attention to detail and quality, our collection offers diverse possibilities for all aspects

Cambridge cb1 8rl

web and app.

of design. Our bespoke typefaces also reflect this same approach and attention to

England, UK

detail, as a result many have won awards based on their originality, design excellence
and functionality.
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